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CALL FOR PAPERS
for the

Christian Engineering Conference

CEC-2019
The Christian faith and engineering: foundations and intersections in education, theory,
and practice

At Dordt College, Sioux Center, IA
July 11-13, 2019
Abstracts of 200 to 400 words for conference papers and posters are now being accepted for the 2019 Christian
Engineering Conference. Proposals for panel discussions or breakout sessions are also welcome. The deadline
for submissions is Dec 31, 2018. Final papers for accepted abstracts will be due April 1, 2019. Suggested topics
include but are not limited to:


Engineering as a Christian Vocation



The Influence of Christians on Technology



Witnessing to the Engineering Profession
through Work



Interactions Between Technology and Culture





Engineering Problems that Christians Ought to
Care About

The Relationship between the Church and
Technology





Mentoring Students for Kingdom Careers in
Engineering

A Christian Approach to Philosophy of
Technology



Sustainable Design



Engineering, Technology, and Ethics





The Influence of Christians on Technology

Diversity, Reconciliation, and Justice in
Engineering and Technology



How to Connect Industry, Academia, and/or
Mission-based Engineering in Mutually
Beneficial Ways



Christian Pedagogy

This Conference has often focused on education, but we also invite submissions from Christian engineers in the
workplace, missions, and academia.
After acceptance, authors must prepare a written paper for publication as well as a 20-minute oral presentation
of their work. Proposals for panel discussions should include a topic and suggested panelists.
Poster presentations are invited as well as conference papers.
The CEC is a “publish-and-review-to-present” conference: to present at the conference, you must have your
paper accepted for publication in the Proceedings and have at least one author available to participate in the peer
review process for both abstract and draft paper submissions. Papers accepted for publication must be presented
in person at the conference by at least one registered conference participant.
Submit abstracts to: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=2019cec
See the Conference website for further details: http://www.christianengineering.org/conferences-events/2019christian-engineering-conference
Questions can be directed to:
Program Chair: Randal S. Schwindt, Union University (rschwind@uu.edu)

